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Abstract:  

Several dimension reduction techniques for microarray data 

have been developed over the years to get differentially 

expressed genes.  However, a very little consensus in their 

resultant feature subsets for a particular dataset has been 

noticed. Therefore, to address the aforesaid issue an ensemble 

of feature selection technique is proposed in this paper. The 

ensemble is a combination of well balanced collection of filter 

and wrapper based feature selection methods. For further 

refinement of the resultant output of ensemble, we have taken 

genetic algorithm in pipeline to produce a non-local set of 

robust feature subset. An extensive computational experiment 

has been carried out on prostate cancer dataset for validation of 

the method. In addition, we have compared the performance of 

our method with group genetic algorithm (GGA). Finally, the 

resultant feature subsets of GA, GGA, and other constituents of 

ensemble in standalone mode are used for uncovering frequent 

patterns based on two popular association rule mining like 

Apriori and FP-growth. The experimental results confirm that 

the proposed method gives a stable result and is very effective 

in comparison to GGA for attribute clustering in the selection 

of relevant features. 

Keywords:  Microarray data, differentially expressed genes, 

Ensemble feature selection, genetic algorithm, frequent pattern 

mining 

INTRODUCTION 

The high dimension of microarray data with small sample size 

have presented a difficult challenge for microarray data 

classification task [1].This is instrumental in increasing the 

computational cost of the model with a simultaneous decrease 

in performance accuracy. To overcome the above issue,   

dimension reduction technique such as feature selection(FS) is 

applied on the dataset. In this process a subset of relevant, 

differentially expressed features are selected from the original 

data set by removing redundant and noise genes [2]. In general, 

three feature selection methods are accepted in the community 

of dimensionality reduction, such as filter, wrapper, and 

embedded[3]. Filter method rank features based on some 

statistical measure [4]. The features are evaluated individually 

and independently. Therefore, the computational cost of filter 

method is very low. In wrapper approach a subset of features 

are selected based on the classification of induction algorithm 

[5]. Due to the high computational cost of wrapper approach it 

is least used in microarray data whereas, the accuracy of this 

approach is high in comparison to filter approach. To 

overcome the limitation of wrapper approach, several FS 

techniques are used in literature such as hybrid  and ensemble 

methods [6]. In hybrid method many FS techniques are applied 

in a linear fashion to get relevant feature subset where, in 

ensemble method different FS approaches are applied in 

parallel fashion to produce a feature pool either by taking the 

union or the intersection of the resultant feature subset of each 

approach [7, 8]. The search strategies like sequential, random, 

and complete are the kernel for guiding FS approaches. These 

search strategies enable to find solutions between the range 

sub-optimal to near optimal regions by searching locally rather 

than globally. However, due to computational complexity, 

solution of optimal/ near optimal is a tough task for searching 

algorithms. Therefore, the recent trend of fruitful research has 

been moved towards adapting population based meta-heuristic 

algorithms to reduce the possibility of local optimal solution. 

Genetic algorithm (GA) [9, 10, 11] is one among the other 

population based algorithms (e.g., ant system [12, 13] and 

swarm intelligence [14]) that can efficiently solve the FS task. 

Moreover, the computational cost of GA is more for high 

dimensional data (i.e., original microarray data).Therefore, in 
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our approach instead of taking the whole feature; a relevant 

subset of features (generated by ensemble feature selection 

approach) is taken. The feature pool is constructed by taking 

the union of the feature subset generated by the different FS 

techniques ensemble. The resultant feature pool is given to GA 

in pipeline to reduce the search space as well as to choose the 

most discriminating feature subset to enhance the classification 

accuracy. 

This paper also compares an ensemble model for FS using 

Genetic algorithm in the pipeline with the accuracy of the 

classifier based on the features selected by the Group Genetic 

algorithm (GGA) [15]. Four different feature selection 

techniques are ensemble i.e., signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [16], 

significant analysis of microarray (SAM) [17], sequential 

forward selection (SFS) [18], and SNR-SFS. The feature pool 

is given to GA to get the optimized feature subset and the 

accuracy is calculated and compared with the GGA approach. 

In addition, we have made an extensive post analysis of the 

resultant feature subsets based on the association analysis 

among the features by using two fore- front association rule 

mining algorithms like Apriori and Frequent Pattern-growth. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents 

the literature review. Section 3 discusses the different feature 

selection methods. Section 4 describes the SVM classifier. 

Section 5 presents Association rule mining methods.  Section 6 

describes the proposed model in brief. Section 7 comprises 

Experimental evaluation and analysis. Conclusion and 

discussion are present in Section 8. 

RELATED WORK 

Over the years, many filter methods are used for microarray 

data analysis. Especially, SNR and feature discriminant ratio 

(FDR) are pre-dominantly used where the outcome variable is 

binary and the data set consists of numeric feature values. SNR 

is extensively used in several literatures [19-21, 29] to identify 

informative genes in microarray data as a parametric technique. 

Alongside non-parametric techniques SAM [22] and Pearson 

correlation coefficient [23] has been reported as top non-

parametric filtering techniques. Filter approaches are 

independent of classifier/model, whereas wrapper approaches 

are classifier/model bound and are treated as black box. It is 

argued that, with the yardstick of better predictive accuracy the  

wrapper approach is better than filter approach [24]. Wrapper 

methods are based on two distinct search algorithms like 

deterministic and randomized. The deterministic search method 

includes sequential forward selection (SFS) and sequential 

backward selection (SBS) [25]. It is empirically found that SFS 

is better in terms computational cost and quality of the attribute 

subsets. With an aim to further reducing the computational cost 

and obtaining a final feature subset within linear time 

complexity an incremental wrapper feature selection (IWSS) 

has been proposed in [26]. At start, IWSS used a filter 

approach to obtain a sequence of ranked attributes and then 

starting from the first feature it incrementally adds feature from 

the sequence to the selected subset in wrapper manner. In [27] 

the authors have explored a different way to reduce the time 

complexity of wrapper based FS with an embedded k-nearest 

neighbor classifier. In their approach a classification distance 

matrix is taken and incrementally updated the matrix to choose 

relevant features. 

On the other hand, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a stochastic 

search algorithm which has been used for binary and multiple 

class cancer discrimination [28, 29]. A general limitation of 

wrapper feature selection methods, such as GA is that it has a 

higher risk of over-fitting than filter techniques and is 

computationally very intensive. 

In the sequel, many hybrid and ensemble methods coupled with 

GA as wrapper for feature selection. Feng et al. [30], have 

proposed a genetic algorithm based ensemble feature selection 

approach which combines three feature selection approaches 

such as t-test, SVM-REF, and entropy based filters. The output 

feature subsets are taken as initial population of GA with 

multiple objective functions targeted to maximize the accuracy 

and minimize the feature subset size. In colon data set their 

approach has given 100% accuracy but for prostate cancer the 

accuracy was 99%. Limitations of this approach are, that only 

filtering techniques were ensemble, very few top scored 

features were considered and the biological relevance of the 

resultant feature subset was not analyzed. Shreem et al. [31], 

have combined ReliefF, mRMR as two filtering techniques and 

GA coded as R-m-GA to reduce the computational cost of GA 

as a hybrid approach. The candidate gene set is located with the 

help of ReliefF and the redundancy is reduced by applying 

mRMR. GA with IB1 classifier is applied to select the genes 

with most discriminating ability. The proposed approach 

achieved 100% accuracy for DLBCL and prostate cancer data 

set. The work does not include the mechanisms of IB1 

classifier for fitness computation and the analysis of resultant 

feature subsets. Gunavathi et al., have proposed a hybrid 

method based on GA in [32] for effective feature selection, 

where informative genes are identified based on t-statistics, 

SNR, and F-statistics. Fitness function for GA is the 

classification accuracy of k-nearest neighbor. In this approach 

the top n features selected from above filtering algorithm is 

provided to GA as its initial population and most significant 

features are selected. Three separate hybrid techniques with 

GA as wrapper is used. Three different filtering techniques are 

used based on which selected features might be redundant. 

Therefore, the results for classification accuracy of this 

approach for DLBCL showed better performance than other 

data set. Tan et al. have proposed a new hybrid algorithm 

comprises of two machine learning algorithms such as GA and 

SVM, where SVM is integrated as induction algorithm. Based 

on a wrapper approach [33] the classification accuracy of SVM 

classifier is directly used as the fitness function and the ability 

of the classifier was enhanced by the low variance of the results 

collected. In [34], another GA based hybrid feature selection 

technique was proposed known as GANN where ANN was 

used for fitness calculation. A 3-layered feed forward 

multilayer perceptron is used, to calculate the fitness values of 

the chromosomes in the population. The discriminative genes 

found from the datasets were validated biologically and 

statistically. In the above literatures, to reduce the 
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computational complexity of GA, hybrid methods were 

applied. But none of the literature analyzed the resultant feature 

subsets for biological or statistical significance. In [35], the 

authors have proposed a model for feature selection based on 

Adaptive GA (AGA)/kNN with binary encoding and was 

compared with GA/k-NN with integer encoding. AGA/kNN 

shows better accuracy with small CPU time in comparison to 

GA/kNN.  GA is taken into account with a biological 

information studies for the selected features using KEGG 

database. In [36], a two-stage evolutionary strategy for gene 

feature selection is introduced by considering the genetic 

algorithm with biological information extracted from the 

KEGG database. A review is carried out over three different 

types of cancer (leukemia, lung cancer, and prostate cancer) 

data set. Hong in [37], suggested group genetic algorithm to 

improve the performance of attribute clustering and then 

compared with GA based attribute selection. As GGA based 

attribute clustering performed better, we got motivated to use 

GGA for attribute clustering in microarray data set to find the 

most discriminative feature subset. 

The proposed approach has used an ensemble GA and GGA for 

feature selection and tries to analyze the results of both the 

approaches. The post analysis uses association rule mining to 

validate the correlation of different features selected in several 

stages of the adopted model. 

METHODOLOGIES FOR FEATURE SELECTION 

Significance Analysis of Microarray data: 

Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM) is used to select 

significant genes based on differential expression between two 

samples. By computing gene specific t-tests, SAM identifies 

statistically significant genes. For each gene i, it computes a 

statistic g(i), which measures the relationship strength between 

gene expression and a response variable [38, 39]. SAM 

computes a test statistic for relative difference in gene 

expression based on permutation analysis of expression data 

and calculates a false discovery rate. Small p value signifies 

differentially expressed genes. The principal calculations are 

illustrated below: 

 
( ) ( )
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( ) (0)
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,                           (1) 

In equation (1)  )(ixA and )(ixB are defined as the average 

levels of expression for  ith gene  in states A and B, respectively 

and S(i) is calculated based on equation (2): 
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Wherem
and n

are summations of expression 

measurements in states A and B, respectively. Here 
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 n1 and n2 are number of measurements in A and B 

respectively. S(0) term is to deal with cases when the variance 

gets too close to zero or numerically stable. 

 

Signal to Noise Ratio 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) test identifies the expression 

patterns with a maximal difference in mean expression between 

two class levels and minimal variation of expression within 

each level [40]. In SNR genes are first ranked according to 

their expression levels using SNR test Statistic. The SNR is 

defined as follows: 

 

21

21








SNR ,                                      (3) 

Here, µ1 and µ2 denote the mean expression values for the 

sample class 1 and class 2, respectively. σ1, σ2 are the standard 

deviation for the samples in each class. 

 

Sequential Forward Selection 

Sequential forward method of feature selection has an 

important component called the criterion, which is an objective 

function. Sequential search algorithms add or remove features 

from a candidate subset while evaluating the criterion [41]. The 

proposed approach uses kNN as criterion, where the method 

seeks to minimize over all feasible feature subsets. A common 

criterion is misclassification rate. Sequential forward selection 

(SFS) and sequential backward selection (SBS) are two 

variants of the model. The model uses SFS as one of feature 

selection method for construction of feature pool. SFS 

sequentially added to an empty candidate set until the addition 

of further features does not decrease the criterion. 

 
Algorithm for SFS 

Input: D1, D2, X1, X2, k, t, N {Training data, Test data, group 

of training data, group of test data, number of neighbors for 

kNN, maximum number of features to be selected} 
 

Output: S, W {feature subset, weight in terms of classification 

accuracy} 

 

1. Initialization S= {}, W= {}, loop = t + 1, totalbestval = 0; 

2. Initialize the kNN distance matrix; 

3. WHILE loop>0 

3.1 Initialize bestval and bestidx to 0 

3.2 Evaluate the union of the currently selected features with 

each yet unselected feature 

3.3 Include the best feature in the set of selected feature 

   S = {S bestid}; W = {W bestval} 

3.4  Update kNN distance matrix with the chosen feature 

 

Stopping criteria: 

IF length(S)>=N 

break 

End 
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IF bestval<=totalbestval 

loop = loop - 1 

Else 

loop = 1+t 

totalbestval = bestval 

End 

End of WHILE 

 

SNR-SFS 

SNR-SFS is an embedded method of feature selection which 

reduces the computational cost of SFS approach by combining 

the goodness of SNR filter approach. In this embedded method 

we have applied SNR to the original dataset and 300 top scored 

features are being selected. The new data set with 300 feature 

subset is given to SFS to get an optimal feature subset. 

Algorithm for SNR-SFS 

The data set X is partitioned based on class level X1, X2 

1. SNR=
( 1) ( 2)

( 1) ( 2)

mean X mean X
std X std X




  

2. Select top m scored features 

3. Create a new data set D with m features 

Input: D1, D2, X1, X2, k, t, N {Training data, Test data, group 

of training data, group of test data, no. of neighbors for kNN, 

maximum number of features to be selected} 

 

Output: S, W {feature subset, weight in terms of classification 

accuracy} 

4. Initialization S= {}, W= {}, loop = t + 1, 

totalbestval = 0; 

5. Initialize the kNN distance matrix; 

6. WHILE  loop>0 

6.1 Initialize bestval and bestidx to 0 

6.2  Evaluate the union of the currently selected features   

with each yet unselected feature 

6.3 Include the best feature in the set of selected feature 

S = {S bestid}; W = {W bestval} 

6.4  Update kNN distance matrix with the   chosen feature 

7. Stopping criteria 

IF length(S)>=N 

break 

End 

IF bestval<=totalbestval 

loop = loop - 1 

Else 

loop = 1+t 

totalbestval = bestval 

End 

End of WHILE 

 
Genetic Algorithm based Feature Selection 

Among the different categories of evolutionary algorithms the 

GA is biologically inspired and has many mechanisms 

mimicking natural evolution. GA is naturally applicable to 

feature selection since the problem has an exponential search 

space.GA based feature selection eliminates the redundant 

features minimizing the training time and ambiguousness of the 

model.  Before proceeding into the genetic algorithm, the 

individual encoding and fitness function are two important 

steps to be determined for feature selection. The other genetic 

operators are same with the standard genetic algorithm. 

 

1. Create a random population of N chromosomes (samples). 

2. Create a sequence of new populations by 

2.1. Scoring each member of the current population by 

computing its fitness value. 

2.2. Scaling the raw fitness scores to convert them into a 

more usable range of values. 

2.3. Selecting members, called parents, based on their fitness 

(the better the fitness the   bigger the chance to be selected). 

2.4. Some of the individuals in the current population that 

have lower fitness are chosen as elite. These elite individuals 

are passed to the next population. 

2.5. Crossover the selected parents to produce new offspring. 

Children are produced by combining the vector entries of a 

pair of parents. 

2.6. With mutation probability mutate new offspring at each 

locus 

2.7. Replaces the current population with the children to 

form the next    generation. 

3. The algorithm stops when the number of generations reaches 

the value of Generations 

 

Chromosome Representation 

Generally binary encoding technique is used for GA. In the 

proposed approach decimal encoding is used. A chromosome 

consists of a set of genes present in the feature pool with their 

expression values. In our approach each sample is treated as a 

chromosome. 

 

Fitness Function 

The formulation of genetic algorithm is to maximize the 

classification accuracy and minimize the number of features 

selected. Here the accuracy of kNN is used as classifier. 

G= (f) (1 ) (1/ (f))p Accuracy p size     ,                     (4) 

Here f is a feature vector denoting the feature subset selected 

and p is a parameter between 0-1.The function consists of two 

objectives, the first objective is to enhance the classification 
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accuracy where, the classification accuracy is weighted 

classification accuracy. The second part is a weighted size. For 

a given value of w, the G value increases as classification 

accuracy increases and G value decreases as the size increases. 

The accuracy is measured based on the following equation. 

(f) ( / Count) 100Accuracy sample  ,                           (5) 

Here, sample is the samples that are correctly classified in test 

data by kNN and count is total number of samples in test data. 

 

Genetic Operators 

Selection : 

Randomly selected chromosomes from the current population 

are used for crossover. Several techniques for selection of the 

parents are available such as Roulette wheel, Boltzmann 

selection, Tournament selection, Rank selection etc. In our 

approach Roulette wheel selection is being used to select 

parents for crossover. 

 

Crossover : 

It is an effective genetic operator based on which two 

chromosomes combines to produce a new one. There are 

several     crossover techniques present such as one point, two 

points, uniform, arithmetic crossover. We have used two point 

crossovers in our approach. 

 

Mutation : 

Mutation changes the new offspring randomly. Here the 

selected bits are flipped 

 

Evaluation: 

The offspring produced must be included in the population. A 

reinsertion scheme determines the insertion of individuals into 

the new population and the replacement of individual by 

offspring. 

 

Group Genetic Algorithm for Feature Selection : 

The method breaks the feature set into K feature subsets, where 

k is a predefined constant. The method adopts the GGA 

proposed by Falkenauer to get appropriate attribute groups 

(clusters). 

 

Chromosome representation 

In the GGA attribute clustering approach, each chromosome 

represents a possible attribute clustering result. GGA 

chromosome is of two parts, one for the attributes and the other 

for the groups. The attribute is clustered by partitioning N 

features to K number of clusters.  Let us consider a feature set 

T consisting of n features, denoted as {g1, g2,. . ., gn}. If the 

objective is to select K number of features from T, then a 

partition with K attribute groups must be formed. The final 

feature subset includes the features, selected from each group. 

 

Initial population 

1. A random population of chromosomes is generated. 

2. N features are partitation into K groups such as K empty 

groups G={G1,G2,….,GK} are generated. 

3. The N features are then randomly assigned to the groups, 

with one feature to an arbitrary group. 

4. After assigning all attributes if there exists an empty group 

then a group is selected at random from the set {Gi||Gi| > 

(N/K), Gi  G}, and is split into two groups randomly. 

5. Repeat step 4 until there are K non-empty groups. 

 

Fitness and Selection 

GGA fitness function composed of two important components 

such as cluster accuracy and cluster balance. Cluster accuracy 

is the average classification accuracy of all the possible 

attribute subsets of a chromosome for the given training 

dataset. The accuracy of a chromosome Ai is defined bellow 

 
 

1

NA p

p

subAcc T
Acc Ai

NA

    ,                                    (6) 

Where NA is the number of attribute combinations resulting 

from chromosome Ai, and subAcc (Tp) is the accuracy of the 

pth possible attribute combination Tp for the given training 

dataset. 

The group balance is a factor used to make the groups 

represented by the chromosome having similar numbers of 

attributes as possible. The group balance is an important factor 

for correct classification. For an unbalanced chromosome, a 

new object with a missing value may not be correctly 

classified. Because no other alternative attributes can be used 

in the group with the missing attributes. The cluster balance for 

a chromosome Ai is defined as bellow 

 
1

( ) ( )
log

k

i

grp i grp i
balance Ai

N N
    ,                       (7) 

where |grp(i)| represents the number of attributes in the i-th 

group. 

The fitness function is defined as follows 

 (Ai) acc(Ai) ( )f balance Ai 
  ,                        (8) 

Where,  is a parameter to control the relative influence of the 

cluster accuracy and cluster balance. 

 

Crossover 

1. Choose a random chromosome as a base chromosome (C1) 

2. Insert some groups from another chromosome (C2) 

3. Eliminate duplicate from newly formed chromosomes (Cnew) 
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4. if newC  <K then 

A new group is randomly selected from {Gi||Gi| > (N/K), Giϵ 

G} and then split into two subgroups. Repeat it until there 

are K non empty groups. 

elseif newC >K then 

Roulette wheel selection strategy is used to select the groups to 

be removed. A group with fewer attributes has a greater 

probability for removal. 

 

Mutation and Inversion 

The mutation operator works on the object part only. It 

randomly reassigns an attribute into another group. Another 

group genetic operator is the inversion operator. Groups that 

are closer with regard to a sequence position have a greater 

chance of being transferred together. The rearrangement is 

done randomly. 

 

Algorithm 

Input: The training data set with N attributes and K number of 

clusters 

Output: Feature subset 

1.  Randomly generate a population of P individuals, with 

each being a feasible attribute clustering result. 

2.  Calculate the fitness values of each chromosome by using 

the following steps 

2.1 Calculate the average accuracy applying equation 6 

of all possible attribute combinations of the 

chromosome. 

2.2  Calculate the cluster balance using equation 7 of the 

chromosome, which is decided by the number of 

attributes in the group. A chromosome has a higher 

balance value when its clustering result is more 

balanced. 

2.3  Integrate the values from Steps 2.2 and 2.3 to 

evaluate the fitness of a chromosome. 

3.  Execute the GGA crossover operation. 

4.  Execute the GGA mutation operation. 

5.  Execute the GGA inversion operation. 

6.  Calculate the fitness values of the new chromosomes 

applying equation 8. 

7.  Select the chromosomes for the next generation using the 

roulette wheel selection strategy. 

8.  Repeat Steps 3–7 until the termination criterion is 

satisfied. 

9.  Output the chromosome with the best fitness value. 

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised model that 

performs classification tasks by constructing hyper planes in a 

multidimensional space that separates cases of different class 

labels. There are two basic approaches to develop a classifier-

parametric approach and non parametric approach. In 

parametric approach prior knowledge of data distribution is 

assumed [42], but in non parametric no prior knowledge is 

present such as neural network [43] and SVM.SVM supports 

both regression and classification tasks [44]. Nonlinear kernel 

functions are often used to transform input data to a high 

dimensional feature space for classification, where the input 

data are more separable compared to the original input space. 

Maximum-margin hyper planes are then generated. Due to its 

strong mathematical foundation it is widely used in 

bioinformatics, text mining, face recognition, image processing 

etc. For the construction of an optimal hyper plane SVM uses 

an iterative training algorithm which minimizes the error 

function. Based on the form of the error function SVM is 

classified as C-SVM and nu-SVM. 

In C- SVM, training involves the minimization of the error 

function 

1

1
( )

2

N
T

i
w C iw 



 
,                                               (9) 

subject to the constraints: 

   1 ( )( ) ( )T b iy i x iw    
 

and ( ) 0, 1,...,i i N    

Where C is the capacity constant, w is the vector of 

coefficients, b is a constant, and ( )i  represents parameters for 

handling non separable data (inputs). The index i labels the N 

training cases. Note that 1y  represents the class labels and 

x(i) represents the independent variables. The kernel   is used 

to transform data from the input (independent) to the feature 

space. 

In nu-SVM the minimization of the error functions: 

  

1

, ( ) 0,( ) ( ) ( )

1 1
1,... ( )

2

T

N
T

i

b p iy i x i iw

i N w vp iw N

  




   

   

                                  (10) 

Subject to the constraints: 

   (i), 0, 1,...( ) ( ) ( )T b p i Ny i x i iw      
   ,         (11) 

and  0p   

There are number of kernels used in SVM classifier such as 

Linear, polynomial, RBF, sigmoid. 

In the proposed approach C-SVM with linear kernel is used. 

 

ASSOCIATION RULE MINING 

Apriori  Components 
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1. Transaction: Let T = {t1, t2, t3 … tn} be a set of n subsets 

of items called transaction. Each transaction in T identifies 

a subset of items [45]. 

2. Support of item set:  The support of an item set X, 

support(X), is defined as the number of transactions in T 

which contain the item set X [45]. 

   Support X t T X t    

Support of rule: The rule X→Y holds in the transaction set 

T with support s, where s is the percentage of transactions 

in T that contain X Y [45]. 

 
 Support X Y

Support X Y
T


   

Confidence of rule: The rule X→Y has confidence c in the 

transaction set D, where c is the percentage of transactions 

in T containing X that also contain Y [45]. 

 
 

 

Support X Y
Confidence X Y

Support X


   

The lift of a rule: The ratio of the observed support to that 

expected if X and Y were independent [46]. 

 
 

   

Support X Y
lift X Y

Support X Support Y


 


 

 

3. Final rules: Rules that satisfy Confidence>=Minimum 

Confidence Threshold and lift>=1 are called 

strong/confident rules according to our algorithm. 

FP-Growth 

FP growth finds frequent item set without candidate item set 

generation using divide and conquer strategy [47].The frequent 

pattern mining happens in two steps in FP-growth algorithm. In 

first step FP-tree is constructed by applying transaction 

database. Secondly frequent patterns are extracted from FP-

Tree. The size of the FP-tree depends on how the items are 

ordered. In the present approach ordering by decreasing 

support is used. 

 

PROPOSED MODEL FOR FEATURE SELECTION 

There are several approaches of feature selection, among them 

feature selection based on attribute clustering is effective. It 

ensures non redundancies of selected features, as the features 

belong to different clusters are dissimilar. In the current work, 

GGA is used for attribute clustering based on the algorithm 

given in section 3.6. The most discriminative feature subsets 

are generated and the classification accuracy with the selected 

features is compared with our proposed approach. GA has 

some weakness in solving grouping problems because of its 

weak encoding scheme. Additionally, GA operations cannot 

identify the chromosomes mapping to the same results. Hence, 

GGA is used to solve grouping problems efficiently as it uses a 

different encoding scheme presented in section 3.6.1. A 

representation is designed to encode each feasible attribute 

clustering result into a chromosome. The GGA is then executed 

to get the best chromosome as a result of final clustering. For 

the fitness evaluation criteria, the GGA first considers the 

average classification accuracy and cluster balance of the 

attribute clusters, represented by chromosomes. The average 

classification accuracy is used to calculate all the possible 

feature subset combinations from the chromosome clustering 

results. Further, it is used to evaluate the classification ability 

of the selected feature subset with regard to the given dataset. 

The other parameter used in this approach is the cluster 

balance, which is used to help the GA clustering algorithm to 

find clusters with similar number of attributes. If the resultant 

of clustering represented by a chromosome is more balanced, 

then the value is larger. The fitness function then combines the 

two measures together to get a good trade-off between accuracy 

and cluster balance. The initial population is a randomly 

generated chromosome. K empty groups out of N features are 

generated, and then N features are randomly assigned to the k 

groups. The fitness function is used to find appropriate feature 

subsets. The fitness function consists of classification accuracy 

and cluster balance. The data set with resultant feature subsets 

is used for training SVM classifier and the classification 

accuracy is measured. On the other hand, the computational 

cost of GA can be improved by reducing the search space. In 

the current approach, an ensemble feature selection technique 

with a well balanced filter and wrapper approach has been 

adopted to find most discriminative genes by taking the union 

of the best genes selected by the standalone FS techniques. The 

new data set with the current feature pool is used by the GA in 

pipeline. Generally, binary encoding is used for GA but in the 

proposed approach decimal encoding is used where, each 

sample is treated as a chromosome. Initially, N random samples 

are selected and the fitness is calculated. The fitness function 

objective is to maximize the classification accuracy with 

simultaneous reduction of the size of the feature set. The 

classification accuracy is calculated based on equitation no. 5 

of section 3.5.2. GA wrapper uses kNN classification accuracy 

as fitness of the sample, where, kNN is treated as a black box. 

The fittest chromosome or sample having best classification 

accuracy is chosen for GA operation like crossover and 

mutation. 

The proposed model depicted in Figure 1, is a comparative 

model of two different approaches of FS. The model initially 

divides the original microarray data set into training and testing 

set.  

 In the first phase, the training set act as input to GGA 

and a reduced feature subset is generated based on 

attribute clustering. The objective of taking GGA in 

first phase, is to find relevant feature subsets for 

training the classifier and simultaneously overcome 
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the limitations of GA discussed above. The classifier 

is trained with the subset generated by GGA and its 

performance is measured. 

 In the second phase, GA is used, and to overcome the 

computational complexity of GA the training data is 

given to various feature selection algorithms to 

generate individual feature subsets. By taking the 

union of the feature subsets a final feature pool is 

constructed.  The resultant feature pool is given to the 

SVM classifier as training data and classification 

accuracy is measured, next the feature pool is taken as 

the initial population for the GA and an optimal 

feature subset is found. Based on this the classifier is 

trained and the accuracy is compared with the first 

phase. 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic Representation of Ensemble feature selection using GA in pipeline 

 

 
Figure 2: Schematic Representation of Association rule mining from the resultant feature subsets from different  

FS methods used in figure1 

 

Figure 2 represent, analysis of association and frequent patterns 

present in different feature selection approaches present in the 

proposed model. 

 As different feature selection algorithms give different 

subsets of features for same data set, feature subset 

analysis can be done based on common features. Rule 

mining (feature correlation analysis) or frequent 

pattern analysis as a matter of post analysis has been 

done as per the figure 2. 

In the first phase of the proposed model, attribute clustering 

based GGA is used for selection of a relevant feature subset 

which takes N attributes and K clusters as input and gives the 

first reduced feature subset, here N represents the total number 

of features present in the data set and K represents a user 

defined value for number of clusters. In the second phase two 

filter approaches (SAM, SNR), one wrapper (SFS) and a 

hybrid method (SNR-SFS) are ensemble. The objective of 

taking multiple approaches of feature selection to ensure each 

method produces different subset of features for same high 

dimensional data set. Instead of taking only filtering techniques 

the model have ensemble filter, wrapper and hybrid approach 

to overcome the redundancy issue in feature subset 

selection.SAM and SNR are widely used filtering method in 
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the literature for microarray data and SFS is the base wrapper 

approach where k-nearest neighbor (kNN) is used as induction 

algorithm to evaluate the accuracy of each feature subset. For 

filter method different threshold is fixed to select m-top ranked 

features, here the threshold is m which is user defined. SFS 

rank the feature based on the accuracy measured by kNN and 

generate feature subsets based on stopping criteria. Since filter 

approach evaluates individual feature based on the evaluation 

criteria and threshold, hence feature subsets selected by 

different filter approaches are different. Likewise the subset 

generated by wrapper approaches will be different from filter 

approaches as classifiers are used to evaluate the feature 

subsets. Therefore, the feature pool is constructed by taking the 

union of the feature subset generated by each individual 

method. The features are assumed as most relevant features and 

applied to GA to generate best optimal feature subset. The 

feature pool is treated as the initial population for GA. In this 

approach GA uses a multi objective fitness function which 

maximizes the classification accuracy and minimizes the size of 

the feature subset to get an optimal feature set. The subset 

generated by GGA, feature pool and GA is trained to the 

classifier separately and the accuracy is compared. The feature 

subsets from different feature selection approach such as SAM, 

SNR, SFS, SNR-SFS, GGA and GA are analyzed for similarity 

as per figure 2. The biological relevance and associations 

between similar features in different approach are analyzed by 

applying association rule mining. Here the selected feature 

subsets are treated as an individual transaction in association 

rule mining such as Apriori and FP-growth. In Apriori 

algorithm the strong association rules are extracted based on 

minimum support count and of lift greater than equals to one. 

Since Apriori algorithm scans the database multiple times 

hence the time complexity is large. To reduce the time 

complexity FP-growth is used, which scans the data base once 

.Hence it is more efficient than Apriori algorithm. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed model we 

have taken the prostate cancer data set. The data set is collected 

from the site [48]. The data set consists of 102 samples and 

2135 features with two numbers of class normal (50) and tumor 

(52) respectively. The values within the brackets denote the 

number of specific sample. 

First, the data set is partition into training and test set. The 

training set is used as initial population for GGA. Based on 

attribute clustering a single feature is chosen from each cluster 

and a resultant feature pool is generated based on the number 

of K. A reduced data set with subset of features is being 

generated and applied to train the SVM classifier and the 

accuracy is measured and compared with the second approach. 

Second, the four stand alone feature selection methods (SAM, 

SNR, SFS, SNR-SFS) are applied to the data set and four 

ranking of features are obtained. Then we picked top-m ranked 

features. Here top-m signifies top-5, top-7, top-13, top-17 to 

get a few feature subsets. The classification accuracy for the 

above top ranked features with features ids for the four feature 

selection methods are being given in table 1,2,3,4 respectively. 

Cross-validation procedure is commonly used for the 

evaluation of the performance of a classifier. In the present 

setup 10-fold cross-validation is used where, the data is 

partitioned into 10 subsets of approximately equal size. The 

classifier is trained 10 times, each time leaving out one of the 

subsets from training, and using the omitted subset to test the 

accuracy of the model. 

In the current model, GA is basically use to improve the 

classification accuracy and reduce the size of the feature 

subsets in comparison with each individual feature selection 

algorithm. SVM with linear kernel is used as the classifier in 

the experiments. Since the focus is on improvement of 

classification accuracy no efforts has been made to find the 

optimal parameters for SVM. In each experiment, every feature 

subset is classified using the same linear SVM with same 

parameters. It is possible to achieve better results if more 

iterations or larger population size are allowed. The 

experiments are implemented in a PC with Pentium 4 (2.4GHz) 

and 512M RAM and algorithms are coded in Matlab R2010a. 

 

Table 1: Setting of GGA parameters 

Parameter Value 

Population size 100 

Maximum number of 

generations 

30 

Selection GGA selection 

Crossover GGA crossover 

Mutation rate 0.05 

 

 

 

Table 2:  Features Selected by GGA and Classification Accuracy of SVM for K number of features 
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K 

values 

in GGA 

 

Column Number Gene id Classification 

Accuracy 

K=20 [752,410,1769,332,668,167

5,1861,1371,532,1497,1063

,1491,1355,1192,919,2129,

2116,2100,2041,1837] 

'35055_at','32487_s_at','40497_at','32066_g_at','34362_at','3995

9_at','41058_g_at','38432_at','33357_at',’39022_at','36795_at','3

9003_at','38385_at''37402_at',’36121_at','AFFXHUMGAPDH/

M33197_5_at''954_s_at','954_s_at', '607_s_at', '40887_g_at' 

 

87.21 

 

K=17 [23,12,102,157,226,495,432

,407,408,2098,191,1226,19

70,1566, ,1371,1497,1063] 

'1173_g_at','1062_g_at','1578_g_at',1873_at','283_at','33116_f_a

t',,'32458_f_at',‘32598_at’,‘32466_at','897_at','41739_s_at',’364

91_at’,‘38634_at’,‘1740_g_at’,'39959_at','38432_at',  '36795_at' 

 

98.54 

K=10 [1542,149,223,462,2132,21

01,1581,752,684,264] 

'39147_g_at', '1825_at', '277_at', '32787_at', 'AFFX-

M27830_3_at', '914_g_at', '39378_at', '35055_at', '34570_at', 

'31568_at', 

99.34 

 

Table 3: Top 5, 7, 13, 17 features for SAM with classification Accuracy 

 

Genes 

selected 

in SAM 

Column Number Gene id Classification   

Accuracy 

5 [1226,1970,1945,432,1181] [‘37639_at’,’41706_at’,’41468_at’,’32598_at’,’37366_at’] 89.4 

 

7 [1226,1970,1945,432,1181,

2035,939] 

 

[‘37639_at’,’41706_at’,’41468_at’,’32598_at’,’37366_at,’575_

s_at’,’ 36174_at’] 

89.4 

 

13 [1226,1970,1945,432,1181,

2035,939,728,1469,987,140

9,134] 

 

[‘37639_at’,’41706_at’,’41468_at’,’32598_at’,’37366_at’,’575_

s_at’,’36174_at’,’34840_at’,’38827_at’,’36491_at’,’36491_at’,’

38634_at’, ‘1740_g_at’] 

90.3 

 

17 [1226,1970,1945,432,1181,

2035,939,728,1469,987,140

9,134,1737,783,1303,988,6

16] 

[‘37639_at’,’41706_at’,’41468_at’,’32598_at’,’37366_at’,’575_

s_at’,’36174_at’,’34840_at’,’38827_at’,’36491_at’,’38634_at’,’

1740_g_at’,’40282_s_at’,’35276_at’,’38087_s_at’,’36495_at’,’

33904_at’] 

90.3 

 

 

Table 4:  Top-5, 7, 13, 17 features for SNR with classification Accuracy 

 

Genes 

selected 

in SNR 

Column number Gene id Classificati

on 

Accuracy 

5 [432,1181,1226,1945,1970] 

 

[‘32598_at’,’37366_at’,’37639_at’,’41468_at’,’41706_at’] 

 

91.75 

7 [432,939,1181,1226,1970,2035

,2101] 

[‘32598_at’,’36174_at’,’37366_at’,’37639_at’,’41706_at’,’575

_s_at’,’914_g_at’] 

91.75 

13 [39,432,728,783,939,1181,122

6,1282,1409,1469,173,1945,19

70,2035,2101] 

[‘1251_g_at’,’32598_at’,’34840_at’,’35276_at’, 

‘36174_at’,’37366_at’,’37639_at’,’38028_at’,’38634_at’,’388

25_at’,’1937_at’,’41468_at’,’41706_at’, 

‘575_s_at’,’914_g_at’] 

 

90.72 

17 [39,134,152,432,728,783,939,9

87,988,1181,1226,1282,1857,1

945,1970,2035,2101]) 

[‘1251_g_at’,’1740_g_at’,’1831_at’,’32598_at’,’34840_at’,’35

276_at’,’36174_at’,’36491_at’,’36495at’,’37366_at’,’37639_at

’,’38028_at’,’41013_at’,’41468_at’,’41706_at’,’575_s_at’,’91

4_g_at’] 

88.60 

Table 5: Top-5, 7, 13, 17 features for SFS with classification Accuracy 
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Genes 

selected in 

SFS 

Column Number Gene id Classificati

on 

Accuracy 

5 [1226,1945,1737,432,7] [37639_at,41468_at,40282_s_at, 32598_at,1030_s_at] 

 

91.75 

7 [1970,1333,728,379,6,1643,

12] 

[1030_s_at,41352_at,34840_at,32313_at,103_at,39758_f_

at,1062_g_at] 

87.05 

13 [1226,1737,2057,13,9,6,14,

12,17,21,29,1468,11] 

[37639_at,40282_s_at,675_at,1069_at,1042_at,103_at,10

72_g_at,1062_g_at,1107_s_at,1162_g_at,1202_g_at,3882

5_at,1060_g_at] 

80.41 

17 [432,282,253,136,1776,250,

2083,1494,21,1181,37,47,6

0,59,90,1333,17] 

[32598_at,31708_at,31522_f_at,175_s_at,40541_at,31509

_at,837_s_at,39014_at,1162_g_at,37366_at,1243_at,1292

_at,1347_at,1334_s_at,1519_at,38291_at,1107_s_at] 

88.64 

 

Table 6: Top-5, 7, 13, 17 features for SNR-SFS with classification Accuracy 

Genes selected 

in SNR-SFS 

Column Number Gene id Classificatio

n Accuracy 

5 [172,187,22,124, 2] [1933_g_at,2017_s_at,1166_at,1693_s_at,1007_s_at] 

 

84.30 

7 [278,205,52,237,  

164,156,150] 

[31687_f_at,2094_s_at,1311_at,31391_at,1898_at,185

8_at,1826_at] 

 

88.90 

13 [45,55,278,294   

137,152,180,209 

217,124,52,112,145 ] 

[1287_at,1314_at,31687_f_at,31798_at,1750_at,1831_

at,198_g_at,198_g_at,263_g_at,1693_s_at,1311_at,162

_at,1802_s_at] 

 

91.03 

17 [278,125,55,32,179   

217 156 173 218 167 

145 254 189 186 213 

201 223 ] 

[1973_s_at,1695_at,1314_at,122_at,1975_s_at,263_g_

at,1858_at,1937_at,265_s_at,1920_s_at,1802_s_at,315

24_f_at,2025_s_at,2016_s_at,241_g_at,2062_at,277_at

] 

83.02 

 

 

Table 7: Top-17 features for different feature selection methods used in the model 

 

Feature Selection 

Algorithm 

Top -17 features 

SAM [1226,1970,1945,432,1181,2035,939,728,1469,987,1409,134,1737,783,1303,988,616] 

SNR [39,134,152,432,728,783,939,987,988,1181,1226,1282,1857,1945,1970,2035,2101] 

SFS [432,282,253,136,1776,250,2083,1494,21,1181,37,47,60,59,90,1333,17] 

SNR-SFS [278,125,55,32,179,217,156, 173 ,218,167 ,145 ,254 ,189 ,186 ,213,201,223 ] 

 

Table 8: Feature Pool and the Classification Accuracy 

Feature Pool Accuracy of SVM 

[39,134,152,432,728,783,939,987,988,1181,1226,1282,1857,1945,1970,2035,2101,282,25

3,136,1776,250,2083,1494,21,37,47,60,59,90,1333,17,278,125,55,32,179,217,156,173,21

8,167,145,254,18186,213,201,223,1469,1409,1737,1303,616] 

 

85.98 
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Table 1 shows the GGA parameters and their values. Table 2 

represent the classification accuracy for k number of features 

where k=10, 17, 20. The classification accuracy of SVM for 10 

features selected by GGA is best in comparison to 17 and 20 

selected features. Table 3,4,5,6 represent the top 5,7,13, and 17 

features selected by SAM, SNR, SFS, and SNR_SFS, 

respectively. Table 7 shows the top 17 features for the feature 

selection methods used in the model where the highlighted 

column ids are the common features selected in different 

methods. The top 17 features of standalone feature selection 

methods are united to form the feature pool given in Table 8. 

The SVM classifier is trained with the reduced data set with the 

feature subset present in the feature pool and the accuracy of 

the classifier is measured. The reduced data set with the 

features in the feature pool is considered for Genetic algorithm. 

The classification accuracy of kNN is used as fitness function 

with w=0.8. The GA parameters and their values are given in 

the table 9. 

Table 9: GA parameters and their values 

Parameter Value 

Chromosome Size 54 

Population size 100 

Maximum number of generations 30 

Selection Roulette wheel 

Crossover Single point 

Mutation type Flip bit 

Distance Measure in kNN Euclidian distance 

k-value 5 

 

Genetic algorithm runs for number of variables 20 and 17 and 

the classification accuracy is 99.02% and 100% respectively. 

With 17 features the accuracy of the classifier is showing 

excellent performance. Table 11 list the top 17 features 

selected by the standalone FS methods as well as GA and 

GGA. It is clear from the table that the features selected by 

different FS methods are different but still some of the features 

appeared in the list multiple times. For example the feature 432 

has been selected by several FS algorithm such as SAM, SNR, 

SFS and GGA. 

Figure 3 represents the best fitness and mean fitness for 

nvars=17 and figure 4 represents the classification accuracy of 

SVM before feature selection for different number of samples 

and genes for the data set. The number of samples and number 

of genes are randomly taken. Figure 4 represent 
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Figure 3: Plot for best fitness and mean fitness for nvar=17the SVM accuracy for prostate cancer data set using different number 

of features before feature selection is applied. 
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Figure 4: SVM Accuracy plot for prostrate data set using different no of sample and different number  

of features (random) before feature selection 
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Figure 5: Accuracy of SVM for SAM, SNR, SFS, SNR-SFS 

Figure 5 represent the classification accuracy of standalone feature selection methods used in the model. 

 

Table.10: Performance Accuracy of SVM with 17 features and 20 features selected by GA 

 

Number of 

variables 

Selected feature ids by GA Classification 

Accuracy (%) 

nvar=20 '35748_at','34840_at’,'40774_at','36138_at','37015_at','1671_s_at','37383_f_at','

40425_at’,'41504_s_at','1461_at','37639_at','36298_at','34539_at','40415_at','38

4_at','41728_at','40881_at','33102_at', '41203_at', '1311_at' 

99.02 

nvar=17 '41721_at','35316_at','41366_at','1260_s_at','34157_f_at','35520_at','34592_at','3

5823_at','37639_at','35793_at','AFFX_HUMGAPDH/M33197_3_at','41074_at','

40282_s_at','2057_g_at','41036_at', '36790_at', '41711_at' 

100 
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Table 11:  17 features selected by different feature selection methods including GA and GGA 

Feature Selection 

Algorithm 

Top -17 features 

SAM [1226,1970,1945,432,1181,2035,939,728,1469,987,1409,134,1737,783,1303,988,616] 

SNR [39,134,152,432,728,783,939,987,988,1181,1226,1282,1857,1945,1971,2035,2101] 

SFS [432,282,253,136,1776,250,2083,1494,21,1181,37,47,60,59,90,1333,17] 

SNR-SFS [278,125,55,32,179,217,156, 173 ,218,167 ,145 ,254 ,189 ,186 ,213,201,223 ] 

GA [1972,796,1935,41,641,820,685,873,1226,861,2128,1863,1737,200,1859,1060,1971] 

GGA [23,12,102,157,226,495,432,407,408,2098,191,1226,1970,1566, ,1371,1497,1063] 

 

 

Post Analysis : 

Table 11 consists of 17 features selected by different feature 

selection algorithms ensemble including GA and GGA. The 

occurrence of the highlighted features are multiple for different 

subsets. Therefore, we want to analyze the pattern between 

these features applying association rule mining. In the present 

approach, we have considered application of each method on 

the data set as a single transaction and want the patterns 

between the frequently occurred genes in several transactions. 

Hence, the transaction database with minimum support count 2 

is represented in table 12. 

 

Table 12: Microarray Transaction dataset 

Transaction ID Item sets 

SAM(T1) [432,1181,939,987,988] 

SNR(T2) [432,939,987,988,1181,1226,1971] 

SFS(T3) [432,1181] 

GA(T4) [1226,1971] 

GGA(T5) [432,1226] 

 

 

By applying Apriori algorithm with minimum confidence 0.6 and minimum support 0.22 we got total 176 rules and after pruning 

the subsets we got 30 significant rules given in table 13. 

 

Table 14: Candidate item set in frequency descending order for FP tree generation 

Item name Support count 

432 4 

1181 3 

1226 3 

939 2 

987 2 

988 2 

1971 2 
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Table 15: Ordered Item sets 

Transaction ID Item sets 

SAM(T1) [432,1181,939,987,988] 

SNR(T2) [432,1181,1226,939,987,988,1971

] 

SFS(T3) [432,1181] 

GA(T4) [1226,1971] 

GGA(T5) [432,1226] 

 

Table 13: Final Rules of Apriori Algorithm 

Rule #41: 1971 --> [432 1226] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 1.6667 

Rule #42: [432 1971] --> 1226 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 1.6667 

Rule #43: [1226 1971] --> 432 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift =1 

 

Rule #114: 988 --> [939 987 1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

 

Rule #124: 939 --> [432 987 988 1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #125: [432 939] --> [987 988 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #126: 987 --> [432 939 988 1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

Rule #127: [432 987] --> [939 988 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #128: [939 987] --> [432 988 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #129: [432 939 987] --> [988 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #130: 988 --> [432 939 987 1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

Rule #131: [432 988] --> [939 987 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #133: [432 939 988] --> [987 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #134: [987 988] --> [432 939 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

Rule #132: [939 988] --> [432 987 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #136: [939 987 988] --> [432 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 1.6667 

Rule #137: [432 939 987 988] --> 1181 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 1.6667 

Rule #135: [432 987 988] --> [939 

1181] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

Rule #138: [939 1181] --> [432 987 

988] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #139: [432 939 1181] --> [987 

988] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

Rule #140: [987 1181] --> [432 939 

988] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #141: [432 987 1181] --> [939 

988] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Rule #142: [939 987 1181] --> [432 

988] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Rule #143: [432 939 987 1181] --> 988 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 
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Lift = 2.5 Lift = 2.5 

 

 

Rule #144: [988 1181] --> [432 939 

987] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #145: [432 988 1181] --> [939 

987] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

Rule #146: [939 988 1181] --> [432 

987] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 1 

Lift = 2.5 

 

Rule #174: [432 1181] --> [939 987 

988] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 0.66667 

Lift = 1.6667 

 

Rule #176: 432 --> 1226 

Support = 0.6 

Confidenec = 0.6 

Lift = 1 

Rule #173: 1181 --> [432 939 987 988] 

Support = 0.4 

Confidenec = 0.66667 

Lift = 1.6667 

 

The FP tree generation depends on the ordering of the item 

sets. Here the items are arranged in descending order given in 

Table 16 represent the frequent patterns generated by 

conditional pattern base for different items. From the above 

analysis we have got frequent patterns and significant rules for 

the transaction data base.  From the experimental results it is 

clear that the accuracy of SVM for the feature subset generated 

by GA in ensemble approach is better in comparison to GGA 

which is 100% in case of ensemble approach for 17 genes and 

99.34% with 10 genes for GA and GGA respectively. The 

stand alone methods such as SAM, SNR, SFS, SNR-SFS are 

used to generate feature subset and the feature pool by uniting 

the feature subsets which is given to GGA. The experimental 

evaluation signifies that different feature selection approach 

results different subsets of feature for the same data set. Still 

there are some features whose frequency of occurrence is more 

in different subsets. For example, the gene with column id 432 

is present in 4 transactions out of 5 signifying feature subsets 

selected from different methods applied in the current 

approach. Simultaneously several other genes with column id 

1181 and 1226 respectively have support count 3. Hence we 

found the frequent patterns between these genes with other 

genes having frequency count more than 1 and got significant 

results using Apriori and FP-growth algorithm. 

 

 

Figure 6: FP-tree constructed from ordered item set 

 

 

Table 16: Table for conditional pattern base and frequent pattern 

Item Conditional pattern base Frequent pattern generated 

1971 {432,1181,1226,939,987,988:1}{432,1226:1} {1971,432:2} 

{1971,1226:2} 

988 {432,1181,939,987:1}{432,1181,1226,939,987,988:1} {988,432:2}{988,1181:2} 

{988, 423 1181:2} 

987 {432,1181,939:1} 

{432,1181,1226,939:1} 

{987,432:2}{987,1181:2} 

{987, 432, 1181:2} 

939 {432,1181:1} 

{432,1181,1226:1} 

{939,432:2}{939,1181:2} 

{939,432,1181:2} 

1226 {432,1181:3} 

{432:4} 

{1226,432:8} 

{1226,1181:3} 

{1226,432 ,1181:3} 

1181 {432:4} {1181,432:4} 

 

null 

432:4 

1181:3 

939:1 

987:1 

988:1 

1226:1 

939:1 

987:1 

988:1 

1971:1 

1226:2 

1971:1 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

DIRECTIONS 

An ensemble feature selection approach in pipeline with GA 

coupled by multi-objective optimization is presented in this 

work. It is evident from the simulation on prostate cancer data 

set that the proposed approach is effective in comparison to 

group genetic algorithm based attribute clustering for feature 

selection. The classification accuracy of GA in comparison to 

GGA and several feature selection approach is better and more 

stable. Additionally, from the experimental analysis it is clear 

that different feature selection approaches gives substantially 

different feature subsets. Considering the gene’s column id of 

the frequently occurring gene in different approaches of feature 

selection undergoes the process of rule mining using Apriori 

and FP-growth based on the second model for post analysis, 

where several significant patterns are being extracted. In this 

work we have focused on feature selection and extracting 

frequent patterns or association rules among several frequently 

occurring genes of the original dataset. The research can be 

extended by using other evolutionary algorithms such as PSO, 

ACO, BFO, and ABC in the pipeline for analyzing their 

strength and weaknesses in gene expression analysis. Then the 

classification accuracy can be compared with the current GA 

with multi-objective optimization. 
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